Production Characteristics of *Dunaliella salina* at Two-Phase Pilot Cultivation (Crimea)
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**Abstract**  
Productional and biochemical characteristics of green alga *Dunaliella salina* (Dunal) Teodoresco were studied during pilot cultivation at the south-west of Crimean Peninsula, Russia. Two-phase cultivation was carried out in ponds located in the greenhouse module. In the “green” phase, biomass concentration reached 1.2 g/l, with maximum cell density of 1.69·10⁶ cell/ml and the maximum productivity of 0.08 g/(l·day) (7 g/(m²·day)). Twofold culture dilution was applied for carotenogenesis induction. The maximum cell density in the “red” phase was 0.84·10⁶ cell/ml, while biomass reached 0.95 g/l. Mean net carotenoid accumulation rate at the second stage (1-6 day) was 0.65 mg/(l·day). Carotenoids content in culture doubled compared to initial values and reached about 20 mg/l or 800 mg/m². Carotenoids/chlorophyll a ratio of 11.6 was observed by the end of the “red” phase. Night biomass loss was higher in the “red” phase (up to 9.5% of biomass) compared to the “green” phase (up to 5.6%). Optimal duration of both the first and the second cultivation stages was found to be 10-12 days for the studied weather conditions, which enables production of 3 g of carotenoids from 1 m² (100 l) of starter culture. In conclusion, Crimea is a prospective region for *D. salina* algbiotecnology.

**Introduction**  
Green halophilic microalga *Dunaliella salina* (Dunal) Teodoresco is widely known and interesting species due to its high tolerance to extreme conditions of salinity, light, temperature and pH, as well as the abundance of synthesized biologically active compounds such as carotenoids, glycerin, lipids and many others (Oren, 2005; Ben-Amotz, Polle, & Rao, 2009). Microalgal cells are able to accumulate a significant amount of β-carotene when exposed to stress factors, thereby *Dunaliella* biomass is widely used as a provitamin supplement for livestock breeding, aquaculture, production of food additives, food pigments, as well as an additive to food and cosmetic products with antioxidant properties (Borowitzka, 2013; Sathasivam & Ki, 2018). Along with β-carotene, *D. salina* synthesizes lutein and other carotenoids (García-González, Moreno, Manzano, Florencio, & Guerrero, 2005). In addition, *D. salina* extracts are able to exhibit antimicrobial activity (Kilic, Erdem, & Donmez, 2019).

The growth rate decreases under stress conditions that induce the accumulation of β-carotene, so that the attainment of high density *Dunaliella* culture is not possible (Prieto, Canavate, & García-González, 2011). Therefore, one of the most common methods of industrial production of its biomass enriched with β-carotene is two-phase cultivation proposed by Ben-Amotz (1995). At the first “green” phase favourable conditions are created for high growth rate maintenance, thereby, biomass accumulation occurs. Then, at the second “red” phase, carotenogenesis is
induced in *D. salina* cells by different stress factors, such as salinity and illumination increase, mineral nutrient limiting (Solovchenko *et al.*, 2015; Lv *et al.*, 2016; Minhas, Hodgson, Barrow, & Adholeya, 2016; Hamed, Ak, Isik, & Uslu, 2017; Achour, Doumandji, Bouras, Sabouaou, & Assunção, 2019).

The use of natural solar illumination for cultivation enables the efficient use of natural resources (Del Campo, García-González, & Guerrero, 2007). However, when *Dunaliella* is grown under natural light-dark regimen night biomass loss (NBL) has to be taken into account in overall production balance. NBL occurs due to cell respiration, exometabolites excretion to the medium and cell death (Giordano, Davis, & Bowes, 1994; García-González *et al.*, 2003). It was shown that when *D. salina* is cultivated in laboratory conditions (photoperiod 16 : 8 h, light : dark) NBL can be 2.5-32% of the biomass and 16-75% of the production for the previous light period, depending on the growth stage of the batch culture and illumination (Avsiyan, 2014). Also due to respiratory consumption of reserve compounds in the cell during dark period the relationship between basic biochemical cell compounds (reserve and structural carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, pigments, glycerol) changes and cell volume decreases (Bonnefond, Moelants, Talec, Bernard, & Sciandra, 2016; Xu, Ibrahim, & Harvey, 2016). Nevertheless, along with catabolic processes, the photosynthetic apparatus recovery occurs in the dark after photoinhibition (Polle & Melis, 1999).

Because of the need for high light intensity to maximize β-carotene production beyond what is required for normal growth, production facilities are located in areas where solar energy is maximal and cloud cover is minimal. In most cases, existing *Dunaliella* producing facilities are close to available salt water sources (Tran, Doan, Louime, Giordano, & Portilla, 2014), e.g. the marine/lake-salt industry, mainly in sunny and warm climate (USA, Israel, China, Australia, Japan, India) (Ben-Amotz, 2003; Borowitzka, 2013). Possibility of *D. salina* cultivation was studied at Spain (García-González *et al.*, 2003), Iran (Tafreshi & Shariati, 2006), UAE (Kitto & Resinald, 2011), Thailand (Wu *et al.*, 2017).

In nature, favourable conditions for *D. salina* blooms occur in hypersaline reservoirs. Crimean Peninsula (south of Russia) is a part of its natural habitat. There are a lot of hypersaline reservoirs and salt-producing enterprises within its territory, with high insolation at the summer time, which promotes carotenoids accumulation in algae (Massyuk, 1973). Crimean climate is mainly warm humid continental (Cfa) with warm oceanic (Cfa) and temperate oceanic (Cfb) areas in the South (Peel, Finlayson, & McMahon, 2007). Crimea receives about 10% of the annual light energy amount in winter, 30% in the spring, 40% in summer and 20% in autumn. The largest amount of solar energy is received by the Crimea in summer (up to 2095 MJ/(season · m²), and its maximum amount falls on the south-western coast of Crimea, where our experiment was conducted (Terez, Terez, Kozak, Kuzmin, & Dolgi, 2012). Despite the favorable conditions for the growth in natural water bodies and salt basins, the concentration of *D. salina* biomass and β-carotene in them is significantly lower than in intensive laboratory cultures (Borovkov & Gudvilovich, 2015). Due to the availability of hypersaline water and salt-producing enterprises, as well as suitable climatic conditions, the Crimean Peninsula is promising for industrial cultivation of *D. salina* and production of carotenoids (Massyuk, 1973).

In this respect, the aim of this research was to study the growth and biochemical characteristics of the carotenogenic microalgae *D. salina* to determine its production potential during pilot two-stage cultivation in the south-west of Crimean Peninsula (Sevastopol).

**Materials and Methods**

**Strain and Culture Conditions**

In present study, unialgal culture of *Dunaliella salina* (Dunal) Teodoresco, 1905 was used (strain IMBR-2 from A.O. Kovalevsky Institute of Biology of the Southern Seas of RAS (IBSS) common use center “World Ocean hydrobionts collection”, Sevastopol, Russia). Microalgae culture was grown on the modified culture medium according to Shaish, Avron and Ben-Amotz (1990). Modification involved adding of sea salt (“Galit”, Russia) up to 120 g/l concentration. Pilot scale study was carried out at the premises of Biotechnology and Phytoresources Department, IBSS, Sevastopol, Russia (located at 44°36’54.6"N 33°30’11.7”E). Algae were grown in pilot algalbiotechnological greenhouse module made of polycarbonate that provided protection from possible atmospheric precipitation and temperature maintaining. Square ponds (1 × 1 m) were covered with polyethylene film and layed on the leveled ground. Culture of *D. salina* maintained in greenhouse module during previous winter and spring period was used as the inoculate. Cell suspension was continuously stirred by aquarium pump Atman AT-201 (Chuangxing Electrical Appliances Co., Ltd, China). Temperature and illumination level were natural without alterations. Illuminance level on the pond surface was registered by automatic measuring sensor based on Arduino Nano platform (Chekushkin, Lelekov & Trenkenshu, 2018). CdS photoresistor GL12516 was the main sensor unit. Data were registered at Micro SD memory card at fixed time intervals. The sensor was calibrated to standard luxmeter U-116 (ProfKiP, Russia). Measurements data of diurnal variations of ponds surface illuminance during four days of experiment are shown at Figure 1. Photoperiod was 15 h : 9 h (day : night) at average. The maximal illuminance reached 70-80 klx. The average illuminance during daytime was about 30-40 klx.

In the first cultivation phase the inoculate and culture medium were mixed (with the ratio 1:1.5 and
batch culture was grown in the ponds for 27 days. In the second cultivation phase *Dunaliella* culture was diluted twofold with fresh culture medium lacking nitrogen and phosphorous salts. Culture layer depth was 9 cm in the first stage and 4 cm in the second stage, culture volume was 90 l and 40 l respectively.

**Growth Measurements**

*D. salina* culture growth was registered photometrically (Gevorgiz, Alisievich, & Shmatok, 2005). Microalgal suspension optical density at 750 nm ($D_{750}$) was measured by Unico 2100 photometer (United Products & Instruments, USA) in with 5 mm pathway cuvettes; absolute measurement error did not exceed 1.0 %.

Optical density units (o.d.u.) ($D_{750}$) were converted to biomass dry weight ($DW$) values by calculation according to the equation:

$$DW = k \times D_{750},$$

where $DW$ is biomass dry weight; $D_{750}$ is culture optical density; $k$ is conversion factor. Empirical factor $k = 0.78$ g/(l·o.d.u.) was defined previously.

Cell density ($N$, cell/ml) counts were made with hemocytometer (Gorjaye5’s chamber, MiniMed, Russia) using light microscope Carl Zeiss Axiostar Plus (Carl Zeiss company, Germany) (Absher, 1973).

Maximal productivity ($P_m$) was calculated by approximating growth curve in the linear growth phase area on the basis of biomass ($B$) and cell number ($N$):

$$B = B_0 + P_m \times (t - t_0),$$

$$N = N_0 + P_m \times (t - t_0)$$

where $B_0$ is culture density at the beginning of linear growth phase; $N_0$—cell density; $t$ is the time at the beginning of linear growth phase (Lelekov, Trenkenshu, 2007).

Total night biomass loss (NBL) as fraction of biomass at the end of light period ($L_B$) was calculated using the equation:

$$L_B = \frac{B_0 - B'_B}{B_0} \times 100\%.$$  

DBL as fraction of production in the previous light period ($L_P$):

$$L_P = \frac{B_0 - B'_P}{B_0 - B_0} \times 100\%.$$  

where $B_0$ — culture density at the end of dark period, $B'_0$ — culture density at the end of previous dark period (Qiang, Guterman, & Richmond, 1996).

**Pigment measurements**

Pigments content was determined with spectrophotometric method. Chlorophylls and carotenoids were extracted from the cells with 100% acetone (CP, AO “Ekos”-1, Russia). Pigment extracts specters were registered by SF-2000 spectrophotometer (ZAO «OKB SPECTR», Saint-Petersburg, Russia) in the wavelength range of 400 to 800 nm with 0,1 nm pitch. Chlorophyll a (Chl a) and carotenoids (Car) concentrations were calculated by the equations proposed by Wellburn (1994), using optical density values at the wavelengths corresponding to the absorbance maximums of the pigments:

$$Chla = 11.75 \times (A_{662}) - 2.35 \times (A_{645});$$

$$Chlb = 18.61 \times (A_{665}) - 3.96 \times (A_{662});$$

$$Car = (1000 \times A_{470} - 2.27 \times Chla - 81.4 \times Chlb) / 227;$$

where A is absorbancy.

**Statistical Analyses**

Statistical data analysis was performed by standard Microsoft Excel software. Arithmetic mean ($\bar{x}$), standard deviation ($S$), error of the mean, confidence intervals for the mean ($\Delta \bar{x}$) were estimated. All calculations were made for the significance value $\alpha = 0.05$. The mean and confidence intervals ($\bar{x} \pm \Delta \bar{x}$) are given in the text and at the diagrams.

**Results**

**The “Green” Phase**

*D. salina* biomass and cell density buildup tool place in the course of the first “green” cultivation phase. The conditions were created to allow high growth and cell division rates. Initial cell density was $0.23 \times 10^6$ cell/ml that corresponded to 0.53 g/l culture density. Exponential growth phase was absent, the batch growth curve started with linear phase (Figure 2 A). *D. salina* culture density dynamics during the first growth phase mainly correlated to cell density dynamics. Culture density increased by a factor of 2.2 during the first 11 days. The maximal culture density value was 1.2 g/l. The maximal cell density was registered at 13th day making $1.69 \times 10^6$ cell/ml. The maximal productivity was $P_m = 0.15 \times 10^6$ cell/(ml·day) by cell density and 0.08 g/(l·day) (7 g/(m²·day) by dry weight. *D. salina* cell density decreased gradually after 13th cultivation day and it decreased by 29% at the end of “green” stage. Culture biomass during this period was
Biomass and cell density growth was accompanied by pigments contents increase, both chlorophyll and carotenoids (Figure 3). It should be noted that Car/Chla ratio was high enough at the beginning of cultivation (Car/Chla = 11) as we used “red” phase culture as inoculum. Pigments ratio had markedly decreased (to 4) by the 3rd day already. The ratio was within the limits of 2-2.5 from the 8th day to the end of the phase. Such values correspond with “green” Dunaliella form grown on the medium used in the experiment and applied for commercial cultivation of this species (Shaish et al., 1990). Further D. salina culture passed into stationary growth phase and biomass and carotenoids accumulation stopped. This usually indicates that some of cultivation parameters becomes limiting.

Morphological changes in D. salina cells at “green” phase were registered as well. As we used “red” phase culture as inoculum, cells had both orange and green colouration and round shape at the beginning of the experiment (Figure 4 A). After fresh nutrient medium addition active growth started that resulted in intensification of green colouration. Also, cells became more drop-shaped, pyrenoid was more clearly visible, cell sizes decreased. In the course of culture growth and senescence after the 10th day (phase of growth declining and stationary phase) cells acquired more oval shape and orange colour shade again (Figure 4 A).

The “Red” Phase

Since the light factor is one of the main factors for carotenogenesis induction in D. salina (Ben-Amotz, 1995), we applied earlier approved method for increasing culture cells irradiance level at the second cultivation stage. The method included culture dilution twofold and reduction of culture layer depth by 55%
(Borovkov & Gudvilovich, 2017) that allowed increasing microalgae cells irradiance level by a factor of 4.5. Macronutrient limitation was created also, as the nutrient medium added lacked nitrogen and phosphorus salts.

*D. salina* cell density at the second “red” cultivation phase increased by 25% during the first 5 days of cultivation. The maximum value at this time was 0.84·10⁶ cell/ml (Figure 2 B). Culture density increased also at this period of time, reaching the maximum value of 0.95 g/l by the 8th day of cultivation. The calculated maximal productivity (*Pₚ*) was 0.04·10⁶ cell/(ml·day) on the cell density basis and 0.05 g/(l·day) by biomass. This process was accompanied by the raise of carotenoids content in the culture, which increased twice compared to initial values. Carotenoids content amounted to 20 mg/l or 800 mg/m² at the 13th day of the red phase (Figure 3 B). The average apparent carotenoid accumulation rate during this period was 0.65 mg/(l·day). By the end of the second phase cell density decreased by a factor of 4.6, and culture density and carotenoids content diminished more than 5 times (Figure 2 B; 3 B). Car/Chl a pigments ratio started to rise steadily after the 8th day of the red phase. By the end of cultivation this ratio was equal to 11.6, that was more
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*Figure 3.* The dynamics of carotenoids (●), chlorophyll a (○) content and Car/Chl a ratio (■) at the “green” cultivation stage (A) and at the “red” cultivation stage (B).
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*Figure 4.* Morphology and colouration changes of *D. salina* cells at “green” (A) and “red” (B) cultivation phase. Scale bar is 10 μm.
than 5 times higher compared to its value at the beginning of the phase (Figure 3 B).

Significant changes in cell morphology were noted at the “red” stage, under stress conditions for *D. salina* growth and development (Figure 4 B). Granulation of cell contents, which was present in their structure at the beginning of the second stage in the form of coloured lipid globules, became pronounced by the 9th day and was further intensified until the end of the experiment. *D. salina* cells acquired saturated orange and tile-red colouration, became more rounded and increased in size (Figure 4 B).

**Night Biomass Loss**

Night biomass loss (NBL) determination in *D. salina* culture was carried out to define relation between average daily productivity and dark losses due to algal culture respiration. The loss parameters were determined at the linear growth phase, which is characterized by the maximum productivity. NBL in the “green” culture was 5.3-5.6% of biomass, while in the “red” phase it was higher, amounting 7.3-9.5% of biomass. The value of NBL as fraction of production in the previous light period varied more amounting to 41.4-57.9% for the "red" variant and 15.2-29.5% for the "green" variant of *D. salina* culture.

**Discussion**

Various conditions in the first and second phases determine the peculiarities of physiological, biochemical and production characteristics of *D. salina* at its two-phase cultivation. It is worth noting that the linear growth of *D. salina* culture in the second phase (which was observed in our experiment) does not always occur, because the purpose of this stage is carotenogenesis induction under the influence of stress factors (the main are light factor and mineral nutrient deficiency). In practice, under natural illumination, photostress level is difficult to be adjusted. Throughout the entire period of the experiment, alternating solar and cloudy days were observed, with daily light energy value differing up to 1.4 times (Figure 1). Despite the fact that the experiment was carried out in June-July, when the photoperiod and solar radiation level in Crimea is quite high (Massyuk, 1973; Chekushkin *et al.*, 2018), part of the cloudy days fell on the first days of the second cultivation phase. Such conditions led to an increase in both cell number and culture density in the first 6 days. *D. salina* culture could use residual amounts of mineral nutrients, as well as intracellular nitrogen reserves for its growth in the second phase, as the chlorophyll a content, which forms pigment-protein complexes, decreased to almost zero values by the end of the phase, and the observed pigment synthesis rate had negative values (-0.19 mg/(l·day)) (Figure 3 B).

Morphological changes as a distinct granulation in the cell structure and the acquisition of saturated orange and tile-red coloration coincide in time with an increase in carotenoids contents level and the ratio of *Car/Chl* in the algae suspension (Fig 3 B). Therefore, the change in cell coloration may serve as an additional marker of β-carotene content change in the culture.

Based on data analysis on the changes in the physiological and biochemical parameters of *D. salina* culture during its two-stage cultivation in the greenhouse complex, the optimal duration of the 1st and 2nd stages was about 10-12 days for each stage. It is by 10-12 days that cell density and biomass and carotenoids accumulation in cultivators are close to the maximum values at each stage (Figure 2 A, B; 3 A, B). After 10 days at the 2nd stage, there was a decrease in cell density and a significant decrease in *D. salina* culture density by 2.4 times as a result of stress factors. The increase in the 1st and 2nd stages duration over 15 days in the conditions of the experiment is impractical, because at the "green" stage further biomass growth (increase in the number of cells) does not occur in this period, and at the "red" stage there is a significant reduction in the cell density (4 times), biomass (2.4 times) and the *Car* content in the culture (6 times) (Figure 1, 2).

Eventually, the calculations showed that the average *D. salina* productivity was 4 g/(m²·day) for 11 days of cultivation at the "green" stage, and the average carotenoids accumulation rate was 37.5 mg/(m²·day) for 11 days at the "red" stage. As a result, algae biomass containing 3 g of carotenoids can be obtained from 1 m² (100 l) of starter culture during the 20-22-day technological cycle.

Night biomass loss was approximately 2 times higher in the "red" phase compared to the "green phase", both as a fraction of biomass and a fraction of daytime production. It is known that slowdown of metabolic processes occurs at the "red" stage of *D. salina* cells development, caused by mineral nutrients deficiency. However, higher NBL value suggests higher cell respiration rate than at the "green" stage. This difference between the variants may be due to the difference in the biochemical cell composition and to the reserve compounds content, which serve as substrate for dark respiration. The "red" stage is characterized by lipids and polysaccharides accumulation, which in turn can lead to an increase in respiration rate, the ratio of catabolic losses in the daily metabolic balance and an additional decrease in observed productivity.

The excretion of exometabolites into the medium can contribute additionally to a higher level of biomass losses at the "red" stage. It is known that organic carbon excretion in *D. salina* increased under unfavorable conditions, such as salinity rise and lack of nitrate nitrogen (Giordano *et al.*, 1994).

Based on the results obtained, it can be recommended to consider minimum NBL level to be about 5% of biomass for actively growing "green" culture. NBL value for "red" stage culture is about 10%
of biomass. NBL as a fraction of production depends significantly on the growth stage and culture productivity at the moment and is not stable over the course of batch growth.

Conclusion

In the course of two-phase cultivation of carotenogenic microalgae *D. salina* in the south-west of the Crimean Peninsula, its physiological and biochemical characteristics were studied and its production potential was determined. The optimal duration of the first and second cultivation stages to obtain the maximum yield of biomass and carotenoids was determined. The data obtained in the experiment, on the rates of biomass and pigments accumulation, indicate the possibility of obtaining up to 3 g of carotenoids from 1 m² of initial *Dunaliella* culture during the technological cycle of 20-25 days. *D. salina* night biomass loss at the "green" and "red" culture growth stages was assessed; the relevance of taking this parameter into account when organizing industrial *Dunaliella* cultivation and evaluating its productivity was shown. Further experimental studies to determine the production characteristics of *D. salina* depending on the seasonal variability of weather factors are of interest. In general, it was shown that the Crimean Peninsula is a promising region for the development of *D. salina* cultivation technology.
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